NELL'INTERNO/INTERIORS

57° GENOA BOAT SHOW, BOAT SHOWS NEW POLICY, INNOVATIVE THRUSTER, TREATMENT SYSTEMS, CLASS SERVICES, COMMUNICATION & NAVIGATION APPARATUSES

NUMARINE 62 FLY, GIPSY, CLOUD 9, TANKOA 5501, CANADOS 808 MAXIMUS, MEDITERRANEO 116' OLI, GALEGO, SKYLER, AZIMUT GRANDE 3SM, FERRETTI YACHTS 920, MANGUSTA 165, HOME, AZIMUT 57, CLORINDA, FB268 SEASENSE, SEVEN SINS 52, MYSTERE, ARIA 5, 56' RIVALE
M/Y Vertige, the second unit of Tankoa Yachts sold in February 2015 to an experienced French client — after a successful delivery and a busy charter season in the Mediterranean will make her official debut at the next September Monaco Yacht Show 2017.

Tankoa S501 Vertige represents the quintessence of the result between a high quality builder and a marketing and sales organization that is in daily contact with yacht Owners, Captains and Surveyors.

The Tankoa Yacht S501 is built entirely in aluminum light alloy 5083. Construction has been carefully followed by the project manager and builder engineer Albert McIntyre, the owner's representative. Albert has been responsible for supervising construction of a number of yachts worldwide and mainly in Northern Europe.

Tankoa Yachts reported excellent results after the S501 M/Y Vertige recent sea trails. According to contract specifications, top speed was to be 16 knots at half load. While performances of 50 meter long Vertige were to be measured in calm seas and five knots of wind, actual sea trials took place with over a meter waves and a crossed choppy sea with northerly wind gusts up to 30 knots.

During the first trials, while performing all the maneuvers foreseen by international standards, the Vertige's excellent handling was confirmed: even when the stabilizers were not enabled, the yacht demonstrated excellent stability.

---

M/Y Vertige sarà presente all'edizione MYS 2017

---
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